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How did InfoSec get into such a mess? 
 
Tell me honest Doc, how bad it really is? Are we gonna make it? 
…and why IoT will make the InfoSec mess much worse 

What we can expect 
in future for IoT? 
 
Can InfoSec and 
IoTSec be cured? 
 
Why is everybody 
partying in the 
middle of train 
wreck in progress? Image - healthtrain.blogspot.com 



History of Security Technology 
Started about 2 million years ago. 
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Early “Security” Technology 
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First “Wall Safety & Security” 
Fur - Portable Environmental Security 
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Certainly no Failure to Communicate… 
 

Problem is Indiscriminate, Unauthorised 
and Unknown communications 



Problem - Technology can be hard to use/manage. 
Online Security can be hardest. 
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Problem - Wobbly Stack 

Some stacks are 
cobbled from 
parts that were 
never designed to 
be “stacked” 
together. 
 
In security this is 
inviting trouble. 
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Problem - Overlapping Systems 

Overlapping systems 
architectures as presented 
to the uninitiated 

Reality of cobbling 
together disparate 
technologies 
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Problem - Patched Stack 

Some stacks are 
patched from 
parts that were 
never designed to 
be together. 
 

Security people 
call this the IoT 
Frankenstein  



Problem: Authentication/Authorization of 
Transactions, Telemetry, Command/Control 
Messaging is Insecure. 
A disaster waiting… 

• Overlapping Systems 
• Security Technology Old 
• Security Tools Hard to Use 
• Security Management Poor 
• Security Industry Misaligned 
• Online Hacking Very Profitability 



Problem: Basically - Bad InfoSec Hygiene. 
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Problem - Online Security Technology not Keeping Up 

- Security tools overwhelmed by processor speeds 
- Online security technology simply out-dated 
- Outpaced by rapid development of hacking tools 
- Designed pre pervasive networking, Cloud, IoT 
- Architected before devices, appliances, pockets 

carried powerful processors, persistent connections 
- Primarily designed for powered environments 
- Many old technology frameworks designed without 

security consideration. IoT, Medical, Automotive, etc. 
- Afterthought cobbling together multiple security 

tools designed for multiple environments has left 
many “weak joints” 

- Using old processes on new billion transistor chips 
- Nation governments repeatedly caught 

compromising security protocols 



Huge Incentives for the Bad Guys 

 
- Hacking became a huge 

professional global industry - 
No longer just kids in their 
parents’ basements 

- HaaS (Hacking as a Service) 
industry emerged 

- Nation-Government level 
hacking skills/tools have spilled 
into the dark web markets 

- Data became a valuable, 
marketable asset class. Maybe 
the most valuable moving 
forward 



Problem - Online Security Industry Misaligned 

This may be the biggest vulnerability of all. 
 
The software and online security industry overly relies on testing and scanning for known 
vulnerabilities in software and infrastructure after software has been implemented. In fact fixing 
problems after they have been created generates greater revenues for the security industry. 
 
There is poor understanding and training in “good security hygiene”. This results in development 
and implementation practices that lead to vulnerable applications that hackers can easily exploit. 
 
Good security practices from the initial design stages immensely reduces overall security 
vulnerabilities and costs, but is too rarely practiced. 



Online Security is often mis-managed 

- Security tools often never switched on - Not default on. 
- Security products too complicated 
- Inappropriate tools 
- Disastrous implementations errors 
- Commercial budget, functionality and schedule demands ride rough-shot over 

good security needs 
- Management ignores warning notices from IT 
- IT fears reporting false positives 
- Security is easier, cheaper, better and less disruptive when baked-in as part of the 

design, but this is more often the exception 

Even where the security is technically 
good, it’s implementation is typically 
mismanaged - Human error. Insufficient 
training. Operator stupidity. 
 
- Key Mis-management is biggest simple 

issue which simply will not go away 
- Biggest risks are from known threats 

left unaddressed 
- Updates not installed for years on end 



Smart 

Dumbbells 



IoA 



IoS, not iOS 



A decade ago United States Vice President Dick 
Cheney had the wireless function of his pacemaker 
disabled. Even in 2007 White House security 
experts saw that hackers “one hacked heartbeat” 
away from the Presidency was too big a security 
risk for the United States. Since then things have 
only gotten worse by orders of magnitude. 
 

10,000x worse in 12 years! 



Pacemaker: 
 

Wireless communication 
 

Connect to vendor server 
and logs patient data 
 

Possible to extract 
sensitive personal 
information 
 

Assassination at 10 
metres by turning off, or 
a 830v shock triggered 
using a phone to hack - 
no noise or muzzle flash 
from a mobile 

Marie Moe - “I realized that 
my heart was now wired into 
the medical Internet of 
Things, and this was done 
without informing me or 
asking for my consent. I was 
alarmed.” 



Insulin Pump 
 

Attacker could take control from a half-mile away to deliver 
a potentially lethal dose to the user by causing pump to 
repeatedly deliver maximum dose of 25 units until entire 
reservoir of 300 units was depleted - many times lethal dose 
 

Current WiFi distance record 382 km at about 3Mb/sec 

 
At the RSA Security Conference 
in San Francisco in February 
2012, using a transparent 
mannequin Barnaby Jack 
demonstrated that he could 
wirelessly hack the insulin 
pump from a distance of up to 
90 metres using the high-gain 
antenna. 
 



By just standing 
around minding 
your own business 

 



Did not 
actually 
happen 

 



Personal Health Device 
Communications 
 

• IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n (WiFi) 
 

• Bluetooth LE 
 

• ISO/IEEE 11073 Personal Health Data 
 

IEEE 11073 Wikipedia listing and 11073.org 
website NEVER mention the words 
“Security”, “Privacy” or “Confidentiality”! 



Healthcare's IoT Dilemma: 
Connected Medical Devices 
Forrester, May 20, 2016 
 
The healthcare industry is coming off its worst year for data 
breaches, leaving patients and consumers wondering just how 
healthcare delivery organizations (HDOs) plan to turn things 
around. Meanwhile, connected medical devices continue to 
multiply, opening even more gaping holes in security and 
conjuring frightening thoughts of patient casualties. 
 

But now every year is the 
worst year for data breaches! 



Augment Reality 



MITM Attacks on AR for Industrial Operations, 
Training, Control, Maintenance & Safety 



Or another kind of 
“Man in the Middle” 

Attack? 



Check it out! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb7DN3kpl2o 

Connected 
“Weinerables” can 
be VERY Intimate! 
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We need to save the Internet 
from the Internet of Things 
 

Bruce Schneier, 6th October, 2016 

 



What we can expect in future for IoT ? 







1960s Ford Mustang Safety Features 
Doors, brakes, horn, wiper, lights, dimmer, brake-lights 



Modern Car Safety Features... Add$ Co$t$ 

Big Time. So Govts need to regulate  















Make IoT Safe Again! 



KEEP 
CALM 

AND 

CRYPTO 
ON 


